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Abstract: Rapid launch is one of the key indicators of UAV swarm operations, and one of the key
decisions that determines the ultimate success of launch system development is the choice of its
product architecture. The high-definition design structure matrix (HDDSM) method is introduced
to model the product architecture of a UAV launch system, which reduces the workload of creating
binary DSMs and improves the repeatability of product architecture design matrix (PADSM) creation.
On this basis, this paper presents the classification of row (column) elements based on PADSM to
correct the clustering objective function, and introduces the network structure clustering algorithm
(SCAN). Combined with matrix block processing, a better UAV launch system architecture modular
configuration scheme is obtained.

Keywords: UAV launch system; product architecture; HDDSM; PADSM; SCAN; module division

1. Introduction

Due to the needs of modern warfare, UAV swarms have attracted the attention of the
militaries around the world. In order to quickly make the swarm UAVs fall into formation
in the air and ensure that a certain number of UAVs can be put into the combat environment
in a timely and effective manner, it is necessary to develop a rapid launch system for UAVs
as part of a clustered collaborative combat system.

So far, UAV launch systems that have been developed can be divided into six categories:
(1) pneumatic, (2) hydraulic, (3) bungee cord, (4) kinetic energy, (5) electromagnetic, and
(6) RATO and other methods [1–3]. Based on launch performance, pneumatic systems are
probably the best because they have huge launch power and can launch many types of
UAVs designed for different missions (reconnaissance, aerial targeting) [4]. The general
UAV launch system design only uses the Pugh matrix for the overall conceptual design
to complete the selection decision of product components [5,6], but does not select and
combine modules through product architecture clustering. The electromechanical workings
of systems such as pneumatic launch systems, having complex structures and large numbers
of components, require many data to check the interactions between elements, which causes
great trouble in the development of product architecture.

To design a complex system, it is necessary to break it down into smaller modular
components to facilitate design, integration, operation, and future upgrades. Typically,
system decomposition analysis is performed during the initial system design phase using
an abstract system architecture model [7]. One of the main purposes of developing a system
architecture is to choose modules that are as independent as possible, i.e., modules with
relatively few external interactions and relatively more internal interactions [8]. In complex
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systems, it is quite common to have both modular and integrated subsystems [9]. Capturing
the mapping of functions to components and the interactions between them, and building
a complete and well-structured design matrix DSM, are the basis for a comprehensive and
robust product architecture.

Product architecture design structure matrix (PADSM) is a method for decomposing
and modularizing the system architecture. Product architecture is simply defined as the
mapping of a product’s functional requirements to its physical elements and the interactions
between them [10]. The DSM is a network modeling tool used to represent the elements
that make up a system and their interactions, thereby highlighting the architecture of
the system (or structure of a design). The DSM is represented as a square N × N matrix,
mapping the interactions among the set of N system elements. Product architecture DSM
is the mapping of the interaction network between product components, also known
as system architecture DSM, product DSM, and component-based DSM [11]. The first
application of DSM in product and system architecture was by Pimmler and Eppinger [12].
Baldwin and Clark [13] used the DSM model to illustrate the nature of modularity in
product architecture and discuss the advantages of modular architecture. Sharman and
Yassine [14] used DSM to identify several characteristic patterns in product architecture,
including modules, chunks, various kinds of buses, pinning, and holding away. Engel and
Browning [15] proposed to use a clustering objective function to enable architectural options,
i.e., modularize the components with the greatest variations in cost and functionality. The
interactions between these elements can also take various forms; for example, according to
the balance between functional and physical elements, the types of interaction between
product elements can be appropriately described from the four aspects of space, energy,
information, and matter [12]. The interactions between the components of a UAV launch
system are complex and diverse, and a faster product architecture matrix model needs to
be developed to map these complex relationships.

The high definition design structure matrix (HDDSM) is a product representation
model that captures specific types of interactions between product components [16]. In a
review of the literature of component DSM, no formal method for populating the PADSM
matrix was found. This means that the person or team creating the PADSM only needs
to fill in the cells of the DSM as needed. This can become overwhelming, making it
difficult to view a PADSM with multiple cells at the same time. HDDSM completes product
architecture by using a layered system approach [17], allowing systems to be grouped
and modeled individually. This process of creating models based on modular functions
makes it easier to focus on specific areas of the product rather than trying to absorb and
examine the entire system at once. Tilstra [18] explored the HDDSM approach, which
reduces the effort of creating binary DSMs, facilitates distributed modeling strategies, and
aims to improve the reproducibility of component DSM creation. Kaur [19] used the high
definition design structure matrix (HDDSM) (the next level of DSM) to represent each
type of interaction between components in a standalone DSM. The article by Thomas
and Burris [20] shows that HDDSM for complex engineered systems (CES) sheds light on
how to translate comprehensive system models into genotypic equivalents. The HDDSM
approach allows system engineers to build PADSM for UAV pneumatic launch systems
in stages, from a subsystem-level architecture model with coarse-grained resolution to
a component-level architecture model incorporating fine details. This greatly reduces
the workload of traversing the entire PADSM manually to check interactions one by one,
thereby saving development time for the system architecture. The system architecture
design based on the HDDSM method is one of the key technologies in the complex system
development process and is gaining traction in the systems engineering community.

The decomposition of the system architecture can vary widely due to the different
interests of the stakeholders in the system. In this article, the product development team
initially divided the UAV pneumatic launch system into functionally based subsystems.
However, the assembly department always prefers component-based decomposition—
that is, for them, the system should be divided into modules that are easy to test and
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assemble. Therefore, when deciding on the final system decomposition, the system architect
needs to integrate the needs of different stakeholders and improve the initial UAV launch
system architecture, especially the integrated bus [14] clustering module spanning multiple
subsystems, which enables system-level analysis to complete product modularity or system
complexity management.

The development of modular products requires identifying highly interacting groups
of elements and arranging (i.e., clustering) them into modules [21]. Tian-Li Yu et al. [21]
used the design structure matrix (DSM) to visualize the product architecture and developed
a new clustering method based on the minimum description length (MDL) principle and
a simple genetic algorithm GA. Clustering techniques have been widely used to solve
various engineering problems, such as system architecture, modular product/system de-
sign, group techniques, and machine layout [22]. AlGeddawy [23] proposed a hierarchical
clustering method based on DSM to automatically build product hierarchy. Borjesson
and Hölttä-Otto [24] proposed a hybrid module generation algorithm called R-IGTA that
balances module independence and product similarity, which is more balanced compared
to traditional coupling-based clustering (such as DSM-based methods) and similar types of
module-driven clustering (such as hierarchical clustering applied to DPM/MIM).

Product architecture DSM, as an efficient representation of product components and
their interrelationships, documents the product decomposition and interaction network [10].
A network is a collection of vertices that are connected together by edges to represent re-
lationships between objects. Network clustering (or graph partitioning) is a fundamental
method for detecting hidden structures in networks and has many interesting applications,
attracting increasing attention in computer science [25,26], physics [27], and bioinformat-
ics [28]. Among them, the structured network clustering algorithm SCAN is an excellent
algorithm for clustering vertices based on the structural similarity measure. The SCAN
clustering algorithm scans cluster vertices based on their common neighbors, assigning
two vertices to a cluster based on how they share neighbors [29]. Chen, J.J. et al. [30]
applied the SCAN algorithm to a parallel environment and proposed a parallel network
clustering algorithm based on structural similarity. Zhao, W. et al. [31] proposed a PSCAN
parallel structure clustering algorithm for detecting clusters or community structures in
large networks based on the structure algorithm of SCAN. By transforming SCAN into
a series of highly regular and independent concurrent operations, Stovall, T.R. et al. [32]
proposed a CUDA-based parallel implementation of SCAN–GPUSCAN. It can be seen
from these studies that this algorithm is fast and efficient, and each vertex is visited only
once, which is especially suitable for the graph representation model corresponding to
PADSM studied in this paper.

However, most clustering techniques do not solve the problem of bus detection.
Especially in electromechanical products, many interactions between components are
mixed with bus classes (such as main body) or unidirectional (such as electrical control). In
addition, the interface between modules needs to be considered; that is, the overlapping
elements between clusters in PADSM are judged and divided. It is very difficult to choose
a suitable objective function and a reasonable clustering scheme. Aiming at these problems,
this paper proposes the processing methods of element classification and matrix block,
corrects the clustering objective function, and completes the optimization of the modular
design scheme of PADSM.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The modular modeling method of HDDSM was utilized, and the complete HDDSM
architecture model of UAV launch system was captured and derived.

• In accordance with the classification of PADSM row and column elements, the detec-
tion method of bus class elements is proposed, and the clustering objective function
was modified.

• The SCAN community discovery algorithm was simplified, the adjacency matrix
was divided in PADSM, and the optimal clustering scheme of UAV launch system
architecture is shown.
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2. Modular Modeling Method Based on HDDSM Format
2.1. Hierarchical Decomposition of a UAV Launch System

In systems engineering, one often requires a multilevel system decomposition, i.e., DSM
models at different granularity levels. For example, the engineering V-model advocates the
use of hierarchical system decompositions [33]. The digital prototype model of the UAV
pneumatic launch system studied in this paper is shown in Figure 1. The schematic diagram
of the corresponding UAV pneumatic launch system is shown in Figure 2. According to
the division of specific fields based on systems engineering [34], the pneumatic launch
system is divided into four subsystems: mechanical subsystem, pneumatic subsystem,
reset subsystem, and electronic control subsystem. Combined with the allocation of the
component serial numbers indicated in Figure 2, the initial hierarchical decomposition of
the UAV pneumatic launch system can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Physical model of our UAV pneumatic launch system.

Figure 2. Components of our UAV pneumatic launch system.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical decomposition of UAV pneumatic launch system.
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2.2. Building a System-Level HDDSM

When creating HDDSM, the product should be thought of as a system that exists in the
environment. Elements within a system interact with each other, and some elements may
have interactions that span the boundaries of the system and interact with the environment
outside the system [35]. Therefore, the HDDSM format of the launch system should
include an “external” element to capture any interaction outside the system boundaries,
including drones, transport vehicles, and external environmental elements, such as fuel
and atmosphere. We add a column “E” to the outermost and the bottom of the PADSM to
establish the UAV pneumatic launch system-level HDDSM, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The abstract model of the launch system interacting with the external and its HDDSM.

In order to explain the HDDSM modular modeling method, an abstract system model
of the UAV pneumatic launch system shown in Figure 4 is established. The model includes
four sets of subsystems that interact with each other, and some subsystems may interact
with the environment outside the system. The model can also be represented by the
corresponding HDDSM. The arrows in Figure 4 indicate the presence and direction of
interactions between elements, and the arrow directions indicate input and output. Model
boundaries are clearly defined by dashed lines. In Figure 4, external element E is used to
represent the interactions between elements in the system and the external environment
of the system boundary. Interactions between components are evaluated in binary, with
interactions marked with an “X” in the matrix cells, where the column elements are the
inputs to the interaction.

2.3. Building a Subsystem-Level HDDSM

During the development of HDDSM, it was recognized that a modular product repre-
sentation model could improve the model development task. By decomposing the system
logic into groups that can be modeled separately and then put together, the effort required
to create a detailed model can be reduced [16]. The HDDSM model of the UAV pneu-
matic launch system has been established, and the HDDSM of each subsystem needs to
be established next. In this part, we will model the reset subsystem including the compo-
nents separately (Figure 5) to complete the modularization of the subsystem-level product
architecture model.

Figure 5. The abstract model of reset subsystem interacting with the external and its HDDSM.
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In Figure 5, a schematic diagram of interactions between components within the
reset subsystem is shown together with their corresponding HDDSMs. The first model in
Figure 4 uses four subsystem elements to represent the entire UAV launch system. The
model in Figure 5 is an “enlarged” view of the reset subsystem in Figure 4, and uses four
elements to represent its components, with the element numbers corresponding to the
component numbers in Figure 2.

2.4. Merge Subsystem-Level HDDSM into System-Level HDDSM

Potential interactions between elements of the newly expanded model can be iden-
tified by combining information from every system model in Figures 4 and 5. For easy
understanding, Figure 6 divides the HDDSM models of the transmitting system and the
reset subsystem into corresponding sub-matrices, and the dark areas correspond one-to-one.
To create a new system model at a higher level of detail, the submatrix in Figure 7 was
used to assemble the overall system model, and the HDDSM of the reset subsystem was
incorporated into the model of the HDDSM of the launch system.

Figure 6. Independent HDDSM models split into sub-matrices.
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Figure 7. Interactions between the component elements of the predicted reset subsystem and the rest
of the subsystem elements.

The submatrix represents interactions between component elements 3, 4, 5, and 6 and
subsystem elements M, EC, and P. Inputs from 3, 4, 5, and 6 act on M, EC, and P. All the
“X” symbols in the matrix are represented as “1,” and the rest are treated as “0.” Formula
(1) can be established; that is, the submatrix Fab is obtained by multiplying Sab and Gba.
Sab indicates that input from subsystem element R acts on subsystem elements M, EC, and
P. Gba B indicates that the inputs of component elements 3, 4, 5, and 6 act on the external
element E.

Fab = Sab ∗ Gba =

 1
0
0

[ 1 1 1 1
]
=

 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 (1)

As shown in Figure 7, by multiplying the appropriate vectors, similarly to Equation (1),
a new matrix is created that correctly identifies possible interactions between elements at
different levels. The “Re” (review) in the matrix cell in Figure 7 represents the element to be
examined to check if there is indeed an interaction there. For example, the electronic control
subsystem EC has no interaction with the reset rope 3 and the winch 4. The remaining cells
can be ignored, as there are no possible interactions there. Figure 8 shows the resulting
expanded matrix model after review, with cells that need to be checked in grey areas.

Figure 8. Final system model after reviewing.

It is worth noting here that we restored the HDDSM model after the review of Figure 8
to an abstract model of graphical representation. At this time, we found that the actual
interactions at the component level of the reset subsystem in Figure 8 are different from
the representations in Figure 5. This is because the outer elements of a subsystem-level
element are distinct from those of a component-level element, although both are denoted
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by a capital “E.” For the component elements of the reset subsystem, other subsystems may
be external elements. Therefore, the actual interactions between the component elements of
the final reset subsystem should be put back into the overall system.

3. Modular Evaluation Method Based on PADSM Format
3.1. Building PADSM

The HDDSM process allows system architects to divide a product into multiple sub-
systems or modules. This enables different groups of modules in the product to be modeled
separately and then merged into the system HDDSM. This process facilitates the creation of
PADSM models by breaking down the system into manageable parts rather than modeling
all the parts at once [16].

Combined with the component composition and hierarchical decomposition in 2.1,
we repeated the process of separate modeling from 2.2 to 2.4 to model merging, and then
removed the rows and columns of external elements. The complete PADSM model of the
UAV pneumatic launch system at the component level of detail, as shown in Figure 9, was
then obtained.

Figure 9. PADSM model of the complete UAV pneumatic launch system.

The 22 row (column) elements in Figure 9 and their four modules correspond to the
22 components and four subsystems in Figure 3. The row (column) element numbers of the
PADSM correspond to the component numbers in Figure 2. Here, in order to distinguish
HDDSM and facilitate the cluster analysis of the system architecture later, the shading of
the interactive mark “×” is blue and the shading of the diagonal cells is gray.

The module division of PADSM in Figure 9 is the initial clustering result completed
based on the self-defined subsystems and included components. Clustering is also an
assignment problem in nature, seeking the optimal assignment of N components to M
clusters [10]. Improper decomposition and clustering of product architecture will result
in too many connections between subsystems, making it difficult to complete the integra-
tion of each subsystem. Then, the objective function to evaluate the quality of clustering
needs to consider not only the combination relationship between components, but also the
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interface relationship between modules under the premise of combined function decompo-
sition. Based on the above factors, here we propose an improved row (column) element
classification and a revised clustering objective function.

3.2. Row (Column) Elements Classification

In order to facilitate adopting different clustering division and evaluation methods
for different types of row (column) elements, we classify the row (column) elements in the
PADSM model. According to the different modules to which row (column) elements belong,
they are divided into two categories: bus module elements and common module elements.

In the PADSM model, a bus-class element refers to an element that is associated with
most other row (column) elements. This is similar to the definition of “bus” in interface
technology in computers, where one element becomes the carrier of other elements [14].
All bus-class row (column) elements form a bus module.

Modules other than bus modules are called ordinary modules. The row (column)
elements that make up an ordinary module are called ordinary module elements. According
to the characteristics of the square matrix, common module elements can be divided into
symmetrical (row = column) and asymmetrical (row 6= column).

The row (column) elements that can overlap between adjacent common modules are
called interface elements.

3.3. Detection of Bus Module Elements

Since the number of interactions of bus class elements is much higher than that of
common elements, the detection of bus module elements is a process of finding outliers in
interaction values.

Outlier detection and cluster analysis are two highly related tasks. Cluster analysis
finds various patterns in a dataset, and outlier detection attempts to catch those anomalies
that deviate significantly from the majority pattern. The quality of data preprocessing
largely determines the quality of model analysis results.

In order to facilitate the observation and comparison of data points, this paper first
presents the interactions of all row (column) elements of the UAV launch system in the
form of a scatter plot, as shown in Figure 10. It should be emphasized that since the PADSM
of the UAV launch system is an asymmetric matrix, the number of interactions takes the
larger values of the row element and the column element—that is, max(row, column).

Figure 10. Scatter plot of the number of interactions between the components of the UAV launch system.
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The abnormal data detection method in this paper is a method of displaying and
marking outliers through box plots [36], which is mainly suitable for the case of univariate
and large sample size. The main idea is as following:

xi /∈ (Q1 − 1.5 ∗ IQR, Q3 − 1.5 ∗ IQR); then, xi is a mild outlier;
xi /∈ (Q1 − 3 ∗ IQR, Q3 − 3 ∗ IQR); then, xi is an extreme outlier.
Combining the scatter plot Figure 10 and the box plot Figure 11, it can be seen that the

mild outliers in the number of component element interactions of the UAV launch system
are the diesel engine units and the extreme outliers are the launch racks. From this, the bus
module elements of the UAV launch system PADSM are numbered 17 and 7.

Figure 11. Boxplot of the number of interactions between components of the UAV launch system.

3.4. Clustering Objective Function

The clustering objective function of DSM analysis trades off two conflicting objectives:
(1) minimizing out-of-cluster interactions and (2) minimizing the sizes of the clusters [10].
Determining an appropriate objective function for PADSM clustering can lead architects to
discover better product architectures.

Combined with the classification of row (column) elements, this paper revises the ob-
jective function based on the PADSM common module cluster analysis in the literature [10],
adds the influencing factors of the bus module part, and establishes Formula (2), which is
used for the decision of the UAV launch system architecture.

Obj = α
M

∑
i=1

Ci
2 + βIo + βb Ib (2)

Among them, M is the number of clusters, Ci is the size of the cluster, Io is the number
of interactions outside the cluster, Ib and is the number of interactions between common
module elements and the bus module; α, β, and βb are the corresponding weights. Due to
the literature [10], we made α = 10 and β = 100. Since the bus module element is expressed
as a special interaction between the ordinary module and the ordinary module, and βb
takes the half value of β. In order to facilitate the calculation, in this paper α = 1, β = 10,
and βb = 5.

4. Division and Analysis of Modules
4.1. Community Discovery Algorithm SCAN

A Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks (SCAN) is a method for clustering
graph nodes based on structural similarity measure [29]. This paper simplifies the algorithm
of SCAN, which is used for the division of symmetric common modules in PADSM. In
order to facilitate the description of the algorithm, relevant definitions are given here.
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Vertex similarity: the ratio of the number of common neighbors of two vertices to
the geometric mean of the number of neighbors of the two vertices (the neighbors here all
include the vertex itself); see Formula (3).

σ(v, w) =
|Γ(v) ∩ Γ(w)|√
|Γ(v)||Γ(w)|

, 0 ≤ σ(v, w) ≤ 1 (3)

where Γ(x) represents the set of vertexes x and its adjacent vertices.
ε-neighbor: the ε-neighbor of a node is defined as the set of nodes whose similarity is

not less than ε; see Formula (4).

Nε(v) = {w ∈ Γ(v)|σ(v, w) ≥ ε} (4)

This paper simplifies the algorithm idea of SCAN: traverse all the vertices in Figure 12,
and put all the ε-neighbors of the vertex v into the queue. For each vertex in the queue,
compute all connected vertices that satisfy ε-neighboring, and insert those vertices that
are still unclassified into the queue. Repeat this operation until the queue is empty, and
the set of all dequeuing vertices in the queue is recorded as a cluster in Figure 12. After
the traversal is completed, all the clusters in Figure 12 will be found and the clustering
is complete.

Figure 12. Undirected graph with vertex similarity.

According to the classification and screening of module elements in Section 3, we
classified and made a matrix of the PADSM model in Figure 9, and divided the bus module
{17, 4} and asymmetric ordinary modules {14, 15, 16}, and then a 17 × 17 symmetric
adjacent square matrix could be obtained. The adjacency matrix is a matrix that represents
the adjacent relationship between vertices. The adjacency matrix of Figure 12 can be
represented as an undirected, unweighted vertex association graph, as shown in Figure 12.
Among them, the number in the vertex represents the number of the element, the edge
represents the interaction between elements, and the value on the edge is the similarity
between adjacent vertices.

Figure 9 can be divided into different clustering schemes by selecting the values of
different intervals according to the numerical range of vertex similarity, and the results are
shown in Table 1.

What needs to be explained here is: when ε < 2√
30

, there is only one cluster, and

clustering is meaningless; when ε > 2√
12

, a single vertex must appear as a cluster, and a
single-element module is meaningless in DSM.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the SCAN clustering algorithm divides the 17 vertices
in Figure 12 into four clusters, which is the optimal clustering scheme.
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Table 1. Evaluation of the division scheme of the SCAN clustering algorithm.

ε Clustering Partition Scheme Obj(
2√
30

, 2√
18

) {6, 5, 4, 3, 1, 8, 19, 2}
165{22, 21, 20, 11, 9, 12, 10, 18, 13}

(
2√
18

, 2√
15

) {6, 5, 4, 3}
153{1, 8, 19, 2}

{22, 21, 20, 11, 9, 12, 10, 18, 13}

(
2√
15

, 2√
12

) {6, 5, 4, 3}

133
{1, 8, 19, 2}
{22, 21, 20}

{11, 9, 12, 10, 18, 13}

4.2. Completing Division of PADSM

After representing the optimal division scheme obtained by the simplified SCAN
clustering algorithm in a symmetric adjacency matrix, we still found that there will be six
elements outside the module, which is caused by not considering the overlapping elements
at the module interface. The elements located in the two modules are 3 and 2, 2 and 22, and
22 and 11, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 10, in terms of the number of interactions,
element 2 > element 22 > element 11 > element 3. Components with fewer interactions have
lower architectural complexity and are more suitable as interfaces. Therefore, we chose
elements 3, 22, and 11 as overlapping elements at the three interfaces of the four modules.
At this time, the objective function of the symmetric adjacency matrix is 96, which is much
lower than the clustering division without considering overlapping elements.

We can then assign the three elements of the asymmetric common module {14, 15, 16}
to the corresponding module with a higher degree of interaction, and aggregate the bus
module {17, 4} back into the matrix to obtain the complete module division of the UAV
launch system PADSM, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. The final clustering scheme of the PADSM model of the UAV launch system.
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Combined with the objective function given in Section 3.3, the initial clustering scheme
and the final clustering scheme were evaluated, and the results are shown in Table 2. It
can be seen in Table 2 that the interactive objective function value of the final clustering
scheme is 33.6% lower than that of the initial clustering scheme, which greatly optimizes
the product architecture of the UAV launch system and is a more reasonable module
division scheme.

Table 2. Evaluation results of the objective function of the clustering scheme.

Clustering Scheme M Ci Ib Io Obj

Original clustering 4 10, 4, 4, 4 0 33 478
Final clustering 5 5, 6, 4, 8, 2 37 2 350

4.3. Analysis of Module Division

The initial clustering scheme splits the system from the perspective of a specific field
(mechanics, electricity, gas, etc.), and the resulting unit is a “subsystem,” which is only a
subjective preliminary division of components from traditional discipline classification and
shows a lack of clear understanding of product architecture layout.

The final clustering scheme splits subsystems and re-clusters and merges components
from the perspective of functional logic. Considering the influences of bus-like elements
and asymmetric common elements, the resulting unit is a “module,” which is for separation
of duties. Unit reuse, in particular, provides better insights into the interface relationship
between modules.

As asymmetrical common module elements, the three control units are assigned
to their corresponding main control module. This is because the electrically actuated
components actually controlled by the control unit are all elements in other corresponding
modules, and there is no interaction between the control units in parallel. This also reflects
that the electromechanical module of the actual product needs to be taken into consideration.
Of course, in actual operation, the buttons of the control unit are usually uniformly installed
in the control box, as shown in Figure 2.

Combined with the engineering background of the UAV launch system in this paper,
the reset ropes and traction ropes in the interface elements of the final clustering scheme
are all available for purchase, and there is only a selection problem. Therefore, the launch
frame as the bus element and the speed-increasing pulley device as the interface element
are the design objects that need to be considered.

According to the diagonal order of the final clustering scheme, the UAV launch system
can be divided into reset module, taxi module, traction module, pneumatic module, and
bus module in turn, as shown in Figure 14.

Based on the theory of systems engineering, complex products should be decomposed
into small-scale, easy to develop, and relatively independent subsystems (modules) for
development, and then integrated to complete the overall function. The decomposition
clustering process can reduce the complexity and speed up the development through
a parallel process. However, the initial decomposition and clustering of the product
architecture of UAV launch system are improper, and the division scheme is too simple.
Hence, the links between subsystems are dense and scattered, which results in information
blocking between developers. The final clustering scheme based on SCAN algorithm not
only formulates a more reasonable module division, but also defines the interface elements
between modules, which reduces the interaction cost between developers. Moreover, it can
also reduce the number of iterations in the development process and shorten the product
development cycle.
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Figure 14. Module division of the UAV pneumatic system.
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5. Conclusions

The development of UAV launch system architecture is a process of dividing the
system into several modules from top to bottom. HDDSM is a product architecture model
combined with a modular modeling method. In this paper, the initial allocation of com-
ponents was carried out through system logic decomposition, and the HDDSM of UAV
pneumatic launch system was created from the HDDSM assembly of subsystems and
components. The modular distributed modeling method can distribute HDDSM tasks
among multiple developers, reducing the workload of building fine-grained PADSM.

Most clustering methods are based on the assumption that each sample must only
belong to one sample cluster, and so does each feature. This assumption is not conducive
to correctly capturing the real structure of data. As in most real data sets, clusters may
have overlaps, which means that data may belong to different clusters. According to the
data characteristics of PADSM, we performed the element classification. Combined with
matrix block, the SCAN clustering algorithm was introduced. As a result, the interactive
objective function Obj value in the module division of UAV launch system is reduced by
33.6%, which significantly optimizes the product architecture module clustering.

Product architecture is the core of product development, and module integration is the
key to architecture development. The research in this paper shows that the model creation
based on HDDSM and the module division based on an intelligent algorithm can greatly
help the development teams better understand and innovate the product architecture.

Considering the diversity and complexity of interaction types between product compo-
nent elements in practical engineering, future research can be carried out from the following
aspects. Firstly, it is necessary to establish a non-Boolean UAV launch system, PADSM,
from the aspects of space, energy, information, and matter according to the balance between
functional and physical elements. Then the index should be quantified by combining
weights, and a clustering algorithm should also be developed for numerical DSM, in order
to obtain a more comprehensive and detailed product module division scheme. Furtherly,
it is also of importance to provide a more perfect decision support for the architect.
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Nomenclature

S Subsystem-level matrix
G Component-level matrix
F Submatrix
Q1 First quartile
Q3 Third quartile
IQR Interquartile Range
Obj Objective function
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M Number of the cluster
α, β, βb Weight coefficient
Ci Size of the cluster
Io Number of interactions outside the cluster
Ib Number of interactions between common module elements and the bus module
σ Vertex similarity
v, w Vertex
Γ Set of vertex and its adjacent vertices
ε Critical value
Nε set of nodes whose similarity is not less than ε

List of Acronyms

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
HDDSM High Definition Design Structure Matrix
PADSM Product Architecture Design Structure Matrix
SCAN Structure Clustering Algorithm
RATO Rocket Assisted Take Off
DSM Design Structure Matrix
CES Complex Engineered System
MDL Minimum Description Length
GA Genetic Algorithm
R-IGTA Reangularity- Idicula, Gutierrez, and Thebeau Algorithm
DPM Design Property Matrix
MIM Module Indication Matrix
PSCAN Parallel Structural Clustering Algorithm
CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture
GPUSCAN Graphical Processing Unit Structural Clustering Algorithm
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